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O. Introduction 
In the classical secretary problem the following situation is considered: the numbers 
1,2 . . . . .  n appear andomly with equal probabilities in a sequence of drawings. After 
the kth drawing we do not know the value of the kth number Xk and we can only 
compare it with the ones we have drawn before. If we decide to stop the process in 
a given moment he number we are left with is the last drawn. The aim is to find a 
strategy of stopping the process of drawing in a way that maximizes the probability of 
choosing 1 in the last step we make. 
A very popular setting of it is the following: an administrator is interviewing n can- 
didates for a job. They are ordered linearly when their qualifications are concerned. 
The administrator knows the number of the candidates but he does not know the ab- 
solute rank of the presently interviewed one. He can only compare the qualifications 
of the presently interviewed person with the ones of those which e has already ex- 
amined. Once he decides to interview the next candidate he cannot employ any of 
the former ones. He must choose the moment o stop the interviews to employ the 
best candidate with the greatest probability. For the solution of this problem and more 
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Fig. 1. 
discussion consult [1,3-5]. This problem attracted a lot of attention and branched into 
several different directions. One of them (considered very early) was maximizing not 
the probability of choosing 1 but the expected value of the number to be chosen. This 
was solved in [2]. The secretary problem has had since then two main variants: maxi- 
mizing the probability of choosing 1 or maximizing the expected value. Nevertheless, 
within these two categories the problem was modified a number of times. Usually, the 
main motivation was taken from the real life. This was, for instance, the case with 
the so-called backwards olicitation variant that assumed that the candidates that were 
not accepted may still be available with some probability depending on the time that 
has passed since the interview (see [8]). Still another variant is the so-called uncertain 
employment problem where it is assumed that a candidate who has been accepted may 
refuse the offer of employment (see [6]). The mixtures of different variants have also 
been considered (see, for instance, [7]). 
In this paper we consider the partial-order analogue of this problem for the order of 
the full binary tree of a given finite length n. 
The motivation for considering the partial-order variant of the secretary problem is 
again trying to approximate real-life situations. It seems reasonable to assume that in 
real life our 'candidates' are not necessarily linearly ordered. The nonlinear order used 
in many applications is that of the full binary tree. It is also the minimal nonlinear 
order that is, in a sense, homogeneous. 
We shall actually consider the problem of maximizing the probability of a choice 
of the best candidate. Though it is not considered here, the variant of maximizing the 
expected value can also be formulated in the partial-order case, but it would require 
introducing a distance from the root or some other type of criterion. 
Let us be more formal now. The binary tree Tn of length n is the set of all functions 
assuming values 0 and 1 whose domains are initial segments of the set { 1 .... ,n -  1 }, 
with the partial order of the inverse inclusion, i.e. 
T ,= ({0} U U{{L"i}{O, 1},i~<n - 1},~). 
Thus, the largest element is 0 (see Fig. 1 for n=3) .  Whenever it appears in this 
context we shall denote it by 1. 
OZ I 
Fig. 2.1 
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As an example let us consider the tree T3 and a single elementary event (which is a 
sequence of elements that will appear in seven drawings) ~ --- ((0), ( I, 0), (0, 1 ), (0, 0), 1, 
(1),(1,1)), thus, xl =(0), x2=(1,0)  . . . . .  xT=(l ,1) .  The only information we have 
after the kth drawing is the partial ordering of the elements x~ .... ,xk (see Figs. 2.1- 
2.7); Fig. 2 illustrates the situation after ith drawing). Note that we are unable to 
distinguish between the left-hand and the right-hand sides of the tree. Thus, for instance, 
even after the last drawing we do not know which of the elements x],x6 is (0) and 
which is (1). Neither we can determine in the process of drawing without sufficient 
information the length of the element. So we learn only at the stage 6 that x2 is of 
length 3. 
Our aim now is to find for T, the optimal strategy (more formally to find an ap- 
propriate stopping time T,,) to ensure that in the moment we decide to stop we choose 
1 as the last appearing element with the best possible probability (in other words to 
maximize P([xv,, = 1])). Note that in the above example this strategy would give us 
the right choice if it implied that the last drawing was the fifth one. 
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Let us call the following strategy (stopping time) Tn: 
After the kth drawing we choose the element xk as the candidate for 1 if  this ele- 
ment is bigger than x l ,xz , . . . ,xk_  t and i f  either the partial order Jbrmed by xl ,x2, . . . ,  
xk is not linear or it is linear of  length greater than n/2. In all other cases ( i f  we 
have not yet drawn all 2 ~ - 1 elements) we continue the drawings. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 0.1. Let n be a positive integer. The strategy (stopping time) T, L~ an 
optimal one for  the choice of  l in the above described process (in other word~, 
P([xr, = 1]) is the maximal possible). 
We also have P([xr,, = 1]) --~ 1 as n ~ oo. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
1. Definitions and notation 
From now on we assume that in all partial orders that will appear in this paper 
the ordering relation is D. So in the sequel talking about partial orders we shall only 
specify the sets. 
If the partial orders of two sets D and D' are isomorphic we shall write D ~ D'. 
Let n be a positive integer. We shall consider the binary tree T .={0} U 
U{{'"'"i}{0, 1}: i<~n -- 1}. 
Let x be a real. The biggest integer not greater than x will be denoted by [x]. 
If elements a,b of some partially ordered set are not comparable we shall write 
a±b.  
a m b n >~0, be two finite sequences (we adopt the con- Let a=(  /)/=1 and b=(  i)i=l,m,H 
a 0 vention ( i)i=l = 0). By a^b we shall denote the sequence ~ciji=~ ~ ~m+,, where ci :a t ,  i<~m, 
and Cm+j = b j, j <~ n. 
The family of all subsets of a set A will be denoted by P(A). 
The domain of a function f will be denoted by dom(f). 
Let f :A  -~ B. Let CC_A. The image of C under f will denoted by f [C].  The 
restriction of f to C will be denoted by f lC .  
We shall call f : A ~ B a proper injection if f is an injection and f [A] ¢ B. 
The length a(a) of an element a c T, is defined as Idom(a)l + 1. 
The subsets L, and R,, of T, are defined as L ,={aCT, :  a(a)>~2 and a(1)=0} 
and R ,=-{aET, :  a(a)~>2 and a(1)= 1}. 
A subtree of Tn is any subset of T~ with the largest element. A subtree is called a 
chain if it is linearly ordered. 
Let us now define the function s : T,, ---, T, which describes the symmetry of Tn. Let 
s(a) = b, where dom(b) = dora(a) and b(i) = 1 - a(i), for each i E dom(a). 
The space of elementary events f2, will consist of all permutations of the 
2n-1 elements of the tree T,. We shall assume the uniform discrete distribution 
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of probability. As in the introduction, we shall use the notation o(i)=xi(+s) for 
o~EI}., i~<2 " -  1. 
Let E~'(+~)- {xl(~,~) . . . . .  xi(~u)}. 
Let, for m ~>2, a random vector  y(m,n) be defined as follows: y(m,n): (y~m),...,ym" ( )~.) 
f2, ~l,..,m-I} {-1,0, l}, where 
(m) [ I if Xm ~Xi-I,  
Yi : ] 1 if x,,, C xi- t, 
0 if Xm Lxi - l .  
It is easy to see that the random vectors y(2,,),...,y(m,,,) describe the partial order 
formed by Xl . . . . .  xm, and, vice versa, the order of appearance of the first m elements 
and the partial order they form determine the vectors y(2,,)...,y(m,n). 
By ~m ~, m ~>2 we shall denote the algebra of sets generated by the vectors y/2,,) . . . . .  
y(m,n) :~n :a{y(2+n) .... ,y(m,n)}. An atom oJ'~m n is any nonempty set of the form 
(y(2+,,) . . . . .  y(m,n))-l(v(2 ) . . . . .  v(m)) ,  where vie {n, i - I~{-1,0,  1}, 2<,i<~m. Note that if 
two elementary events ~ot and 6o 2 are in the same atom of ;~m" the partial orders of 
the set {Xl(~,l) . . . . .  x~(a~)} and of the set {xl(+o2) . . . . .  x~((~2)} are isomorphic for all 
i<~m. Let +~' : {(/),(2,} and let [2~ be the only atom o f ,~ ~. 
Let D be a subset of T~. If it has the largest element (the partial order is inherited 
from T,,) then this element will be denoted by 1D. 
2. Lemma on nonlinear subtrees 
The lemmas on subtrees of T~ which we have to prove fall into two categories: those 
on nonlinear subtrees and those on chains. In both cases given a subtree D of T, we 
shall compare the number of the sets D 'C T, such that D '-~ D and ID, :~ 1 with the 
number of the sets D" C T, such that D" ~ D and lu,, = 1. In this section we consider 
the nonlinear orders. We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let D c T~ be a partially ordered nonlinear finite set with the lar.qest 
element It). Let 
~,={D'CT , :  D '~D and ID ,¢ I}  
and 
f~,,={D"CT,+: D'=~Dand 1D,,=I}. 
Then there exists a proper injection +p : ~ ,  --+ .~,, such that ~+r each D' E :~, 
there exists an order isomorphism h : D' --~ ~p(D ~) such that Jor each d E D' we haw" 
a(h(d)) <~ a(d). Thus, in particular, 
I ol<l .l. 
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Proof. We shall prove this lemma in three steps. 
Step 1: Let D be a partially ordered set {b, al . . . . .  ak} such that aiA_aj for all 
j#i , i , j<<,k, and ai Db=l t )  for all i<~k (Fig. 3.1). We shall prove the lemma for D 
by induction with respect o n. The first step is trivial. Assume now that the theorem 
is true for n. We shall prove it for n + 1. By our inductional assumption, there exists 
a proper injection 
p:{D'E~3,,+I: D'CLn+, and lt), 5Z1L,,÷,}--~ {D'E~n+I: ID, =IL,,~} 
such that for each D'E ~',~+1 there exists an order isomorphism h :D ~--~p(D ~) such 
that a(h(d))<~a(d), for each d E D/. 
Let us now define go on {D'E~÷t :  ID,~IL,,+,}NP(L,,+I) as go(Dt)=(p(Dt)\ 
{1L,,+,})U {1}. The function go on {O'Er2: ID, #IR,,+,}AP(Rn+,) is then defined as 
follows: go(D') = s[go(s[D'])]. 
We still have to define go on {D' E ~n+j: ID, = 1L,,+, } U {D' E ~n+l: 1D, = 1R,,+, }. Let 
lt), = 1L,+,. Let a be the largest element of the set D'\{1L,,+, } in the lexicographical 
order considered on finite zero-one sequences. We define the function go simultane- 
ously on D' and on s[D']. Namely, we put ~o(Dt)=(D'\{1L ..... a})U{ l , s (a )}  and, 
¢,(s[D']) = (s[Dt]\{1R.+,, s(a)} ) U {1, a} : s[go(D' )]. 
Now, go is defined on the whole family ~'n+l and, as it is easy to see, it satisfies 
the conditions required. 
Step 2: Let D=Dr  be a partially ordered set {bl . . . . .  br, al . . . . .  ak) such that 
br D br_l ~ . . .  ~ bl, ai D b~, for all i~<k, and ai ± aj for all i ~ j,  i , j  ~ k; (Fig. 3.2). 
We prove the 1emma by induction with respect o r. 
For r = 1 and Tn, where n is any positive integer, it has already been proved 
in Step 1. 
Now assume that the conclusion of the lemma is true for r and T~ for any positive 
integer n. Now we shall prove it for r + I. 
By our inductional assumption for each d E T, such that d ~ 1 there exists an 
injection 
~,a :{D'\{d}: D'~D~+. and It), =d}--+ {D": D"~D~ and ID,, =d}. 
For D'E ~n let us now define (p(D') as follows: 
~(D') = {1} u ~b;D, (D'\{lt),)). 
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As it is easy to see q) satisfies the conditions required. 
Step 3: Let D be any finite partially ordered, nonlinear set with the largest element 
1i). Then D can be expressed as 
k 
D=FU [.J Gi, 
i=1 
where, for some r ~> 1 and k >~ 2, F = {bl . . . . .  br, a l . . . . .  ak }, br D br- I D""  D b I, ai D br, 
i<~k, ai L aj, i¢ j ,  i, j <~k (thus, F ~ Dr for Dr of Step 2), and Gi is a partially ordered 
set with the largest element 16, =ai (see Fig. 3.3). 
By Step 2 there exists a proper injection 
6" {F 'cT . :  F '~F  and IF, :~ 1}-~ {F" C T.: F "=F  and IF,, =1}, 
such that for each F 'cT , ,  F '~F ,  1~, ¢1,  there exists an order isomorphism 
hv, :F' --+ ~(F') such that a(d) >>. a(hv,(d)) for each d E F'. 
Let D' C °~n, i.e. D' c T,, D' =~ D and 1D, ~ 1. Assume that g : D ~ D' is an order 
isomorphism and let F' = g[F], G I = g[Gi], a I = g(ai), i<~k, and b) = 9(bj), j <.r. 
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The elements of G~ are of the form d=al^(jl . . . . .  jm), m~>0, where ji =0 or 1 for 
each i<~m. Let us define ~D" [..J/k=l G~-+Tn putting for d as above: 
{D, (d) = hF, (a~) ^ (jl .... , jm). 
Finally, we define 
It can be easily verified that the function ~o satisfies the conditions required. [] 
3. Lemmas on chains 
We start with a technical lemma concerning the following numbers: 
i=o - 2 
and 
i=1 
where m/>j  ÷ k. 
Lemma 3.1. The Jbllowin9 equality holds jor m, k, j E N and m >~ j + k: 
S (m,k , j ) -Z (m,k , j )=(mk- J ) (k+J l  1) 
k -  
Proof. We prove this equality by induction with respect o j. For j = 1 we have 
S(m,k, 1) - Z(m,k, 1) 
= (k )  ÷ (m;1) (kk - ; ) - (kS : )  
= (m; l)+ (m; l ) ( : - - ; )=(m;  1)(kk 1). 
Assume now that the lemma is true for j. We shall prove it for j + 1: 
S(m, k,j + 1 ) - Z(m, k,j + 1 ) 
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= (m-j)(k+j-lk \ k -1  ) + (m-J-k 1) (k+j -1 ) \  k -2  
m - j  - k -1  
=(°_j_l ,) (m-j-, 
k- I  k k -2  
= (m- 'k -1 ) (kk+~) .  [] 
Let us define the following polynomials: 
n-, / i -  1 '~ , vk"(x)= ~ • 9-x, 
~=k , \k - _ J  
2 <~k <<.n, and 
n- -  ] 
i=k 
l<~k<~n. 
Let A~ be the number of all chains in Tn which are of length k such that the largest 
element of these chains is equal to 1. Let B ~ be the number of all chains in Tn which k 
are of length k such that the largest element of these chains is not equal to 1. Let us 
notice that A n = k v~n(2) fo rk>l  andA T=l ,andB~k=~n(2)  fo rk<n,  andB~=0. 
• __  n I1  We are going to prove that the function J(k)--BJAk, k= 1,...,n, is decreasing. 
To this end we shall prove the following (more general) lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let x>O be fixed. Then W~n(x)/Vkn(x)> Wk+,(x)/Vk+,(x) Jbr 1 <k <n-  1 
(thus n~>3). 
Proof. Let us compare the 
W, n X n k+l( )Vk (x). Let 
2n--2 
~'(x)Gl(x)= E ~ix' 
i=2k 
and 
w, nex..V,n ~. .. coefficients of the polynomials k ~ )k+ltx) and 
2n-2  
Wkn+l(X)Vkn(X) = E [ Jixi" 
i=2k 
Let us first compare for i >~ k
174 
and 
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~n+iT--- ~--~ ( rl-j-2)k 
j=0 
We have 
[3,,+i - c~,+i = (S (n  + i - k ,k ,n  - k )  - Z (n  + i - k ,k ,n  - k ) ) 
- (S (n+i -k ,k , i - k  + l ) -Z (n+i -k ,k , i - k  + l ) ) .  
So by Lemma 3.1 
- - (n -k -  1 ) .~! (k -  ) ! ( i - k ) !  n -k  
because i ~< n - 2. 
Next, let us compare 
n+, ) (  ) 
~+~_  F~ (n ~ ~_, ~ ~+j-l~_l 
j=0 
and 
3-" (" - j -2  k+j  1 
k k -2  " 
~.+k-J 
j=0 
We have 
1 ) <0, 
i - k+ l  
fin+k- 1 -- O~n+k- 1 
Thus, by Lemma 3.1 
(n - , )  
~n+k- J - en+k- 1 = - k < 0. 
Now, we shall compare ~r and ~r, where 2k ~< r < n + k - 1 
~r----r~(r--; ~l -1 ~+/--'~--I 
i=0 
and 
~,= z ( r -k - i  ~+i-a 
k k -2  ' 
i=0 
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We have 
flr - ~r=S( r  - k,k,r  - 2k) - Z(r - k,k,r  - 2k) - ( r  - k l l ) k-  =0, 
where in the last equality we used Lemma 3.1. [] 
__  n n Proposition 3.3. The function f (k ) - -B JAk ,  k = 1 . . . . .  n, is decreasing. 
Proof. Assume n>2. For n -  l>k>l  the inequality f (k )>f (k+l )  is that of 
Lemma 3.2 for x=2.  For k= 1 we have f (1 )=2 n -2  > n -2>f (2) .  For k=n-  1 
we have f (n  - 1)>f (n)=0.  
For n = 2 the conclusion of this corollary is obvious. [] 
It can be easily seen now that the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 3.4. f (k  )< l for  k >n/2. 
4. Proof  of Theorem 0.1 
We shall prove in this section that the stopping time T~ defined in Introduction is 
optimal. Let us define it more formally here. Let n be fixed and let 
c¢ = {D C T~: D is a chain} 
and 
W = {D C_ T.: D is a subtree of Tn and D is not a chain}. 
Let us put 
J (~)  = {i: (En(co) C 3-- or (ET(~o) C c~ and i > n/Z)) 
and 1E','((o) =xi(o))} 
T~(co)= j 'k i f J ( co )#• and k=minJ(~o), 
" - 1 if  J (co)=l~.  
and 
We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an atom of  ~ .  I f  D, D' c_ Tn and D ~- D' then 
IA n [E~, : D] I = [An [E~, : D']I. 
Proof. Let ~:D ~ D' be an order isomorphism between D and D'. Let us take an 
extension of ~ to a 1-1 function ~:Tn ~T~. It is easy to see that the function 
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(iD(to)=(~(XI(to)),...,~(X2,,_I(to)) establishes a 1-1 correspondence between AN 
[E~ = D] and A n [E~ = D']. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let A ~ ~ be an atom of ~".  Let for each (or, what is equivalent, for 
some) to EA hoM the equality 1~(~)=xk(to). Assume that either E~(to) is fi)r each 
to E A a nonlinear subtree of Tn or for each to E A E~(to) is a chain of length greater 
than n/2. Let S be a stopping time such that SIA > k. 
Then 
P([xs = 1] NA)<P([xk = 1] NA). 
Proof. Fix too E A. We 
P([xs = 1] NA) ~< 
~< 
z 
< 
m 
z 
z 
have 
(by the assumption SIA >k) 
P([xk ¢ 1] NA) 
If2.l -j .~  {IA N[E~--DII: DCT. ,  D~ E~(to0) and lo ~: 1} 
(by Lemma 4.1) 
IO°1 • [AN [E~--E~(to0)]l 
• I{DC_T,: D~E~(to0) and lo51}1 
(by Lemma 2.1 for nonlinear E~, or by Proposition 3.4 if E~ 
is a chain) 
I~,l I A n [E~--E~(too)]l {D c_ T,' D ~ E~(too) and lo = 1}1 
(by Lemma 4.1) 
l a . I  • S {IA N[E~ =D] I :D~E~,(too) and ID : I}  
P([xk = 1] NA). [] 
Lemma 4.3. Let A ¢ 
equivalently, for each) 
also that the Jbllowing 
be an atom of ~n. Assume that 1E~(~,)=xk(to)for some (or, 
toEA. Let S be a stopping time such that S IA>k.  Assume 
inequality holds: 
P([xs : 1] ]AN [xk • 1])P([xk ¢ 1] IA)>P([xk : 1] [A). (4.1) 
Then 
P([xs = 1] NA])>P([xk : 1] NA). 
Proof. We have 
P(ixs = 1] GA) = P(ixs : 1] NAN [xk # 11) 
: P( [xs = 1 ] I A N [xk ¢ 1 ] )P([xk ¢ 1 ] n A ) 
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- P([xs = l] I A n [xk ¢ 1])P([xk ¢ l] [ A)P(A ) 
> P([xk =1] IA)P(A)=P([xk = 1] C~A). [] 
For s > k let 
The proof of the following lemma consists in simple calculations. 
Lemma 4.4. Let an integer k > 0 be fixed• The function A is increasin 9 J'or s ~>2k, 
A(2k)= A( 2k -  1), and A is decreasing for k < s <,2k- 1. We also have A(2k+ 1) =0.  
Lemma 4.5. Let k <,n/2, n> 2. Let A be an atom of ~,~. We also assume that 
E~(~o) is a chain and that IE~(,o)=xk(~o)Jor each (or, equivalently, Jor some) mEA. 
Then there exists a stoppin9 time Sk,, such that Sk,~lA>k and (4.1) holds Jor 
S=Sk,,. 
Proof. Let for 0 ~< k < 2 ~ - [(n + 1 )/2] 
p,,k.. = p([1 c {x,+~ . . . . .  xk+[(.+,)/2] }]IA n [x, ¢ 1]), 
xl(1)=x2(1) . . . . .  xk+[(,+l)/2](1) ] A N [xk ~Z 1] ) .  
(note that the condition a(xi)~>2 for i<,k + [(n + 1)/2] and x l (1)=x2(1)  . . . . .  
xk+[(n+l)/2](l) means that xl,x2,...,xk+[(n+l)/2l are all in L, or are all in R~. It is easy 
to see that for k + [(n + 1 )/2] < 2 n we have 
[(n + 1 )/2] 
Pl,k,n 2" - k - 1 
and 
P2,k,n = 
[(n+l )/2] 
2 n - I  - k - i 
I-[ -i 
i=1  
Let 
• x~(~o) = IE,/(,,))}. 
178 
Let us define Sk,. as follows: 
fminK(og) if K(~o)#~, 
Sk,.(~o) = L 2" - 1 if K(og) = ~. 
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Of course, Sk,. is a stopping time. We have 
P([xs,,,, = 1] I [xk ¢ 1] AA)> 1 - Pl,k,. - Pz, h,., (4.2) 
for if after the first k drawings we have a chain with the largest element different 
than 1, this chain must be contained either in Ln or in R., say in L., and if in the 
next [(n + 1)/2] drawings we have not drawn 1 and if we have drawn at least one 
element from R., then the only element bigger than the all drawn before is 1. 
Using the symbols A~, and B~ introduced before Lemma 3.2 we have 
P([xk # 1] la) -  + 
Let us put for k <~ n/2 
B~ 1 
0h,. - A~ + B"k 2" 
By Lemma 3.2 we have for 1 ~<k ~<n 
0h,. > 0k+l,.. (4.3) 
Then 
P([xk # 1] [A)= ½ + Ok,., (4.4) 
P([xk = 1] IA)= ½ - Oh,.. (4.5) 
We have for n > k >7 2 
n--2 J 
Ok, n = 
We shall show that (4.1) holds for S=Sk,., k~n/2,  n>2,  by showing that (see 
(4.2), (4.4), (4.5)) 
1 (~ + 0h,.)(1 - Pl,h,. - P2,k,.)>(½ - Ok,.). 
This inequality is equivalent to the following inequality 
Pl,h,. + p2,k,. (4.6) 
Oh,. > 4 -- 2(pl,k,n + P2,k,,,)" 
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We shall consider two cases 
Case 1 : n odd. Let us put n = 2N + 1 and k = N. By Lemma 4.4 we have for N > 2 
QN,2N+I 
,') - (7 ;)) + 
+ 
(~. .~2N-42 i~( (2N-4  ~ (2N: : )  
A-ai=N--2 } \ \ N--I / -- ) 
(7 ?) (72)) > 
22N-3( (2N-4~ _ (2N-4~ 
\\N--1 / \N - -2 J J  
+ 
(7_-:)) 
71N 2 - 133N + 36 
192N 3 - 320N 2 + 16N + 48" 
An elementary inductional argument shows that for N/> 2 
71N 2 - 133N + 36 1 2 -N- I  + 2 -N- I  
192N 3 - 320N 2 + 16N + 48 > ~ > 4 - 2 - (2 N-1 + 2 -N- l )  ' 
As the function g(x)=x/ (4 -  2x) is increasing for x E(0,2),  and for k<N we have 
PZ, k,2N+I < P2,0,2N+l <2 -N-I, Pl,k,2N+I <Pl,N,2N+I <2 -N-l, by (4.3) and (4.6) we get 
for k <N 
Pl,k, ZN+I + P2,k,2N+I ~k,2N+l >~N,2N+I > 
4 - 2(pl,k, SU+l + PZ, k,2N+I)" 
Thus (4.6) holds for n > 5, k <~ n/2. For n = 3, 5 and k <~ n/2 we can check (4.6) directly. 
Thus (4.6) holds for all n odd, n>2 and k<~n/2. 
Case 2: n even. Let us put n=2N.  By Lemma 4.4 we have for N>~3 
QN, 2N 
22N-2( (2N-2)  (2N--~)) ÷ ( S-'2N-4 \N - - I  / -- \N - -2 . / J  \ \N - - ,  , -- Z..~i=N_2 i ) ( (2N-4~ (2N-4"]~ 
>~ 
\ \  N-I  J \ N-1 ,/,/ 
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22N-2 _ (2N-2) ]  + 22N-3 _ 
\ N--I / k N--2 / /  \ \  N--I / \ N -2  / /  
i> 
22N--l ( (2N--I ] _}_ (2N--2~ ) 
\ \  N -1  / \ N - I  / 
7N - 12 
48N 2 - 88N + 24" 
Again an elementary inductional argument shows that for N ~> 3 
7N - 12 Pl,N,2N Jr P2,0,2N 
> 
48N 2 - 88N + 24 4 - 2(pl,N,2N + P2,0,2N)' 
whence, as in Case 1, (4.6) holds for each n>~6, k<,n/2. For n = 4 and k<,n/2 (4.6) 
can be checked directly. 
Thus, (4.6), and henceforth (4.1), holds for all n>2,  k~n/2. [] 
We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 0.1. 
Proof  of Theorem 0.h The cases n = 1,2 are trivial. Let n > 2. Assume for a 
contradiction that some T' is an optimal stopping time and P([xr, = 1])>P([xT,, = 1]). 
We have 
2" -2  
[T'<Tn]: U ([T'=k]n[Tn>k]). 
k=l 
We have 
[T' =k]  n [T, >k]  = U {A: A is an atom of ~"  and A _C [T' =k]  n [T, >k]}. 
For A being an atom of ~"  such that A C_ [T'=k]N[T,>k] we have either AC_ 
[1E~, #xk] or A C_ [1E~ =xk, E~ is a chain] and k<~n/2. In the latter case, we can modify 
T' on a nonempty A putting 
{ Sk, n(~) if o~cA, T"(~o)= T'(~o) if ~oEt2~\A, 
where Sk,, is the stopping time from Lemma 4.5. Then by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.3 we 
get P([Xv,, = 1])>P([xr ,  = 1]) which contradicts the optimality of  T'. 
In the former case we put 
T"(~o) = 
T~(o~) if ~oEA. 
Obviously, P[XT,, = 1])~>P[xT, = 1]. Thus, one can assume T' >~ Tn. We have 
2" - 2 
[T'>T,,]= U ([T'>k]n[T,,=k]) 
k=l 
and 
[ T' > k] N [ Tn = k] = U {A: A is an atom of ~"  and A C [ U > k] N [ Tn = k] }. 
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For A ¢13 being an atom of ~"  such that A C [T '>k]  N [Tn =k]  we have either 
A C [1El, =xk) and E~ is a nonlinear subtree of Tn] or A C_ [lr; =xk,E~ is a chain] and 
k > n/2. In both cases, if we put 
T,(co) if coCA, 
T"(o~)= T'(co) if coEf2,\A. 
we get by Lemma 4.2 P([xr,, = 1])>P([xr ,  = 1]), and this is a contradiction. 
To prove P([xr,, = 1]) ~ 1 it is enough to notice that P([xr,, = 1]) ~> P([xso.,, = 1]) ~ 1 
as n ~ oc, where Sk,~ is the stopping time defined in the proof of Lemma 4.5. [] 
It would be of interest to have a formula expressing explicitly P([xr,, = 1]). 
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